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Abstract. Over the last years several new approaches for modeling situations, actions, and causality within a deductive framework were proposed. These new approaches treat the facts about a situation as resources, which are consumed and produced by actions. In this paper
we extend one of these approaches, viz. an equational logic approach,
by reifying actions to become resources as well. Using the concept of a
membrane we show how abstractions and hierarchical planning can be
modeled in such an equational logic. Moreover, we rigorously prove that
the extended equational logic program can be mapped onto the so-called
chemical abstract machine [1]. As this machine is a model for parallel
processes this may lead to a parallel computational model for reasoning
about situations, actions, and causality.

1

Introduction

Over the last years several new approaches for modeling situations, actions, and
causality within a deductive framework were proposed [2, 7, 12]. It turned out
that these approaches are equivalent to some extent since they are all based
on the same idea: Facts about a situation are treated as resources, which are
consumed and produced by actions [5]. This treatment allows for solving the
frame problem [9, 10] within a purely deductive framework without the need
to state frame axioms, non–monotonic laws of inertia, or successor state axioms
(cf. [13]).
In this paper we will concentrate on one of the just mentioned new approaches, viz. on the equational logic approach [7]. There, facts about a situation
are reified and represented as multisets of terms. The multisets themselves are

represented with the help of a binary function ◦ which is associative, commutative, and admits a unit element. In other words, ◦ is an AC1–function. In
[7] the respective equational axioms are built into the unification computation,
the actions are represented as definite clauses, and SLDE–resolution is used to
generate plans transforming a given initial situation into a goal situation. The
approach was later refined to also incorporate specificity, and it was shown that
SLDENF–resolution [15, 16] is a sound and complete inference rule for this extension [8].
In the previously mentioned deductive approaches planning is performed
within the so–called space of situations, i.e., the situations are first–class objects
which are transformed by means of actions. The actions themselves are given
as axioms and, therefore, are not first–class objects. In recent years, however,
the most advanced AI planning systems operate on the space of plans, where
actions and (partial) plans are first–class objects and an abstract initial plan is
refined until the actions of the refined plan are executable on some machine or
by some agent. Besides the fact that actions should be first–class objects, such
plan–based planners require to model hierarchical and partial–order plans.
In the first part of this paper we will concentrate on modeling actions as first–
class objects and hierarchical plans within an equational logic framework on the
basis of [7]. The key new idea is to treat actions as resources, which are consumed
whenever they are applied, and which are generated by combining somehow
“simpler” actions. Here, the notion of “simplicity” is defined with respect to a
given hierarchy of actions. On the lowest level of such a hierarchy actions are
assumed to be always available, which is modeled with the help of the exponential
“ ! ” borrowed from linear logic [6].
Let us illustrate this approach with the help of a “standard” hierarchical planning example adapted from [14]. Suppose an agent named Gisela comes home
from work. All she wants is to relax and watch TV. The problem of watching TV
can be described as a planning problem with the initial situation of Gisela being
at the door ( d ) of the living room, the TV being unplugged ( u ), the actions
enter and turn–on–TV , which enable Gisela to enter the living room ( l ) and
to turn on the TV ( on ) respectively, and the goal situation where the TV is on.
Obviously, an initial plan could consist of the sequential execution of the actions
enter and turn–on–TV .
However, an action like turn–on–TV is rather abstract as it omits many
details, and an agent may be unable to execute such an actions directly. Rather
the actions may need to be refined to the three actions go–to–TV for moving
next to the TV ( n ), plug–in for plugging in the TV ( in ), and switch–on for
switching on the TV. One should observe that a further refinement of these
operators is possible, but for the purpose of this paper the above is in sufficient
detail. Thus, the initial plan given in the previous paragraph can be refined to
contain the consecutive actions go–to–TV , plug–in and switch–on instead of the
action turn–on–TV.
As a first main result we will show how such a planning problem can be
solved within an equational logic programming framework. We will demonstrate

that the view of actions as resources is important if we want to model hierarchical planning. Thereafter, we will concentrate on how such a deductive, hierarchical planning system can be implemented. One could, of course, run these
programs on a standard Prolog–system if the AC1–theory is translated into a
suitable predicate and this predicate is called whenever two expressions are to
be AC1–unified. Unfortunately, due to the inherent features of AC1–unification,
this is far from being efficient without additional program analysis and transformation techniques [3]. The obvious other choice is to map the equational logic
programs onto a suitable abstract machine. Abstract machines, like the Turing
Machine, are widely used in the classical theory of sequential and parallel computations. But what kind of abstract machine should we target for? While the
Warren Abstract Machine (WAM) [17] and its variants are candidates, again the
standard search process carried out by a WAM has to be interleaved with the
AC1–unification computation, and this causes considerable difficulties.
We therefore opted for an abstracted machine which has some sort of AC1–
unification already built in, viz. the Chemical Abstract Machine (or CHAM,
for short) [1]. Originally, the CHAM is a machine model for parallel processes.
Molecules are floating within a solution, which is stirred by some mechanism.
Some of the molecules may interact according to certain interaction rules. More
formally, the solution is a multiset of molecules and the reaction rules are multiset
rewritings. In the terminology of situations, actions, and causality, facts about
a situation as well as actions are floating in a solution, and the interaction rules
specify the application of actions.
The second main result of our paper is that the equational logic approach
for reasoning about situations, actions, and causality can be mapped onto an
extended version of the CHAM. This opens the door not only for efficiently
implementing the equational logic programs, but also for applying actions concurrently. As mentioned, the CHAM is an abstract machine for parallel processes
in that molecules may interact concurrently as long as the various interactions
do not interfere.
In Sect. 2 we formally define the kind of logic programs we are dealing with.
Sect. 3 contains a brief description of the CHAM. In the main section, 4, we
specify the extension of the CHAM as well as the transformation from SLDENF–
resolution to multiset rewritings, and show that the transformation is correct.
Finally, we discuss our result and point out possible future developments in
Sect. 5.

2

Equational Logic Programming and Planning

Traditionally, reasoning about situations, actions, and causality was modeled
within a conceptual framework where a situation is a snapshot of the world at
a particular moment, and actions are the only means to transform one situation
into another [9, 10]. In this paper, however, we adopt a more general framework
based on a chemical metaphor first presented in [1]. There, a situation is represented as a chemical solution in which floating molecules can interact according

to interaction rules. The molecules are terms representing either facts or actions,
situations are finite multisets of molecules, and the interaction rules are multiset
rewritings. Among the interaction rules are those where actions are applied if
their conditions are satisfied. But there are also more complex interactions like
those where two actions are combined to yield a more general action. To deal
with such combinations as well as with abstraction and hierarchical planning, a
molecule is allowed to contain a subsituation enclosed in a membrane, which can
be somewhat porous to allow communication between the encapsulated situation
and its environment.
More formally, the reification of both actions and facts is modeled as follows.
– Molecules are either agents hC.Ei 4 or generators !hC.Ei , where C and E
are multisets of terms of the form ∅ or {| t1 , . . . , tn }| 5 , n ≥ 1 , representing
conditions and effects of an action or sequence of actions, respectively. Facts
about a situation are molecules of the form h∅.Ei , i.e. molecules, whose
condition is the empty multiset. The notion of a generator is borrowed from
[6] and denotes an unlimited source of molecules.
– A situation is denoted by a multiset of molecules and (sub-)situations of the
form ∅ or {| m1 , . . . , mk }| , k ≥ 1 , enclosed in a membrane, such that no
mi and mj , i 6= j , share any variables. Membranes are unary function
. For notational convenience we
symbols denoted by a surrounding box
omit the parenthesis when writing membranes.
– The airlock mechanism is used to pass molecules from one level of abstraction
to the next higher level. It extracts an agent from a situation, keeps the
rest of the situation within the membrane, and isolates the extracted agent
within an airlock attached to the membrane. The airlock construct is written
as m ¢ M , where m is the isolated agent and M is a single molecule
representing the remaining situation encapsulated within a membrane.
A (hierarchical ) planning problem consists of two situations S and T and
is the problem of whether there exists a substitution σ and a sequence of transformations such that this sequence transforms σS into σT , where the set of
transformations consists of the following rules.6
– Merging: Two agents hC1 , E1 i and hC2 , E2 i may interact iff there is a substitution σ such that σE1 ∩˙ σC2 6= ∅ , and, if they interact then they are
merged into the new agent hσC1 ∪˙ (σC2 −̇ σE1 ), σE2 ∪˙ (σE1 −̇ σC2 )i .
– Generator: A generator !hC, Ei can be weakened to hC 0 , E 0 i, !hC, Ei , where
the 0 -notation denotes that variables are standardized apart.
4

5

6

Note that by representing agents in this manner we come very close to the semantics
of the −◦ operator in linear logic [6] in so far as an agent hC.Ei can be interpreted
as the material implication C −◦ E between its conditions C and its effects E .
The terms ti , 1 ≤ i ≤ n , are “simple” terms in that they do not contain multisets
as subterms nor are they multisets themselves.
Throughout the paper we will use the brackets {| and }| to denote multisets, and
the operators ∩˙ , ∪˙ , and −̇ denote the multiset operations corresponding to the
set operations ∩ , ∪ , and − , respectively.

– Airlock: An agent mi in a membrane m1 , . . . , mn can be pushed through
the membrane to yield the airlock mi ¢ m1 , . . . , mi−1 , mi+1 , . . . , mn .
– Release: An airlock m ¢ M may release the agent m to become m, M .
The merging rule is used to combine two actions and to satisfy the conditions of
actions. The generator rule is a form of controlled weakening adapted from linear
logic [6]. It is used to model the most primitive actions within a given scenario.
We assume that there is an unlimited supply of these most primitive actions,
or, in other words, an agent may execute such an action as often as he needs
to without consuming any resources. The molecules enclosed in a membrane
are encapsulated and the merging as well as the generator rule can be applied
freely within the membrane. Occasionally, however, a membrane may want to
communicate with its environment. Therefore, the airlock and the release rules
may be used to push agents through the membrane. One should observe that
the airlock rule can easily be made sensitive to allow only certain agents to pass
through the membrane. In the CHAM these two rules are bidirectional, but for
the purposes considered in this paper it suffices to move agents into one direction.
It is now straightforward to specify an equational logic program which solves
hierarchical planning problems. Multisets are represented with the help of a
binary function symbol ◦ , written infix, which is assumed to be associative,
commutative, and admits the unit element ∅ , i.e., the constant ∅ itself corresponds to the empty multiset. The entire equational theory AC1 is built into the
unification computation, and we will use the predicate =AC1 to denote equality
modulo this theory.
We can now turn to the specification of the program. First of all, there is the
predicate7 transform(S, T ) with intended meaning that the initial situation S
can be transformed to the goal situation T by a (possibly empty) sequence of
interactions.
transform(S, T ) ← interact(S, S 0 ) ∧ transform(S 0 , T ).
0

0

transform(S, S ) ← S =AC1 S .

(1)
(2)

The predicate interact(S, T ) is intended to be true when the situation T can
be obtained from the current situation S through an interaction.

7

8

interact(hC1 .E1 ◦ E10 i ◦ hC2 ◦ C20 .E2 i ◦ Z, hC1 ◦ C2 .E1 ◦ E2 i ◦ Zi)
← E10 =AC1 C20 ∧ E10 6=AC1 ∅.

(3)

interact(!A ◦ S, A0 ◦ !A ◦ S) ← rename(A, A0 ).8

(4)

interact(Z ◦ S , Z ◦ S 0 ) ← interact(S, S 0 ).

(5)

Throughout this paper, we use a Prolog-like syntax, i.e., constants and predicates
are in lower cases whereas variables are denoted by upper case letters. Moreover, all
free variables are assumed to be universally quantified.
The predicate rename is used to standardize variables apart.

interact(Z ◦ X ¢ S , Z ◦ X ¢ S 0 ) ← interact(S, S 0 ).

(6)

interact(Z ◦ hC.Ei ◦ S , Z ◦ hC.Ei ¢ S ).

(7)

interact(Z ◦ hC.Ei ¢ S , Z ◦ hC.Ei ◦ S ).

(8)

Clause (3) implements the merging rule, (4) the generator rule, (5) and (6)
denote that interactions may be within membranes and airlocks, respectively,
whereas clauses (7) and (8) denote the airlock and release rule.
The program requires SLDENF–resolution, i.e., where the equational theory AC1 is built into the unification procedure and negative literals are solved
via negation–as–failure [15, 8, 16].9 With the above clauses for transform and
interact , the equational theory AC1, and SLDENF–resolution we can now solve
the planning problem presented in the introduction. On the highest abstraction
level, the problem is phrased as the following goal.
← transform(h∅.di ◦ !hd.li ◦ !hl.on ◦ li, h∅.on ◦ Zi ◦ S).

(9)

The variables Z and S occurring in the goal specification represent the other
effects resulting from executing the generated plan and other resources still available, respectively. By applying (4) repeatedly to the two generators occurring in
(9) using (1) we obtain
← transform(h∅.di ◦ hd.li ◦ hl.on ◦ li ◦ !hd.li ◦ !hl.on ◦ li, h∅.on ◦ Zi ◦ S).
The actions enter ( hd.li ) and turn–on–TV ( hl.oni ) can now be successively
applied to the fact h∅.di using (3) and yielding
← transform(h∅.on ◦ li◦!hd.li◦!hl.oni, h∅.on ◦ Zi ◦ S).
From this goal the empty clause can be derived by applying (2) obtaining the
answer substitution {Z 7→ l, S 7→ !hd.li ◦ !hl.on ◦ li} . The generated plan itself
can be extracted from the SLDENF–refutation and consists of the action enter
followed by turn–on–TV .
So far we have solved the problem as if the actions enter and turn–on–
TV were always available and could be executed by our agent Gisela. However,
Gisela may be a robot and the actions that Gisela can perform are simpler than
turn–on–TV . Hence, such a complex action must be synthesized from those
simpler ones. Now assume that the simpler actions are the ones mentioned in
the introduction, i.e. the actions go–to–TV ( hl.n ◦ li ), plug–in ( hu ◦ n.in ◦ ni ),
and switch–on ( hin ◦ n.on ◦ in ◦ ni ). It has to be shown, of course, that these
simpler actions can indeed be combined to achieve the complex action. To do
so, we replace the generator !hl.oni occurring in (9) by the membrane
M = h∅.ui ◦ !hl.n ◦ li ◦ !hu ◦ n.in ◦ ni ◦ !hin ◦ n.on ◦ in ◦ ni .
9

One should observe that the only need for negation–as–failure is the test whether
E10 6=AC1 ∅ in (3).

In other words, we now assume that there is an unlimited supply of the simpler
actions. We have also given some additional fact about the initial situation, viz.
that the TV is unplugged ( h∅.ui ). Thus, we obtain the new goal
← transform(h∅.di ◦ !hd.li ◦ M, h∅.on ◦ Zi ◦ S).

(10)

We could solve this goal, if the complex action turn–on–TV could be generated by applying interaction rules within the membrane M . Once generated,
the complex action can be pushed through the membrane with the help of (7)
and (8) and, finally, the refutation can proceed as in the case of the refutation
of (9). It is easy to see that applications of (4) followed by applications of (3)
transforms the membrane M into
hl.on ◦ in ◦ l ◦ ni ◦ !hl.n ◦ li ◦ !hu ◦ n.in ◦ ni ◦ !hin ◦ n.on ◦ in ◦ ni .
One should observe that the generated complex action hl.on ◦ in ◦ l ◦ ni has
additional effects compared to the action hl.on ◦ li used in the refutation of (9).
This, of course, is no surprise as we have developed a more refined plan and
in doing so more information about the conditions and effects of the involved
actions becomes available.
Surely, one need not stop at this level. The action go–to–TV , for example,
may itself be synthesized from even simpler actions which may require battery
fuel for moving from one place of the living room to another one, etc. In this
case, the generator !hl.n ◦ li has to be replaced by an appropriate membrane. In
general, only the actions on the lowest level of abstraction are modeled as generators, whereas the actions on the other levels of abstraction are generated within
membranes and then pushed through the membrane to the next higher level.
The following result shows that hierarchical planning can be achieved purely
deductively.
Theorem 1. The planning problem consisting of the situations S and T can
be solved with substitution σ iff there is an SLDENF–refutation of
← transform(σS, σT ) .
wrt. P , where P denotes the equational logic program specified in this section
and S and T are representations of S and T , respectively.
This theorem can be obtained by induction on the length of interaction sequence. Moreover, with the help of an appropriate lifting lemma, the result can
be lifted such that SLDENF–resolution may be used to compute σ or an even
more general (modulo AC1) answer substitution (see [4]).

3

The CHAM

The chemical metaphor used for hierarchical planning in Sect. 2 was adapted
from the Chemical Abstract Machine (CHAM). The states of this machine are

chemical solutions where floating molecules interact according to transformation
rules. It was first introduced by G. Berry and G. Boudol to model asynchronous
concurrent computations [1].
Formally a CHAM is specified by molecules m1 , m2 , . . . , solutions, i.e. multisets of molecules, S1 , S2 , . . . and a set of interaction rules. The molecules are
terms of an algebra and the solutions are finite multisets of molecules, written
{| m1 , m2 , . . . , mk }| . In each CHAM any solution S can itself be considered
as a single molecule and can thus appear as a subsolution. The corresponding
operator {| }| is called the membrane operator.
The interaction rules of a CHAM are multiset rewritings of the form
m1 , m2 , . . . , mk → m01 , m02 , . . . , m0l ,
where mi and m0j are molecules; they are presented as rule schemata, and the
actual rules are instances of these schemata. The rules determine an interaction
relation S → S 0 between solutions. All interactions obey the following four laws:
– The Reaction Law. An instance of the right-hand-side of a rule can replace
the corresponding instance of its left-hand-side. If
m1 , m2 , . . . , mk → m01 , m02 , . . . , m0l

(11)

is a rule and M1 , M2 , . . . , Mk , M10 , M20 , . . . , Ml0 , are instances of the mi ’s
and the m0j ’s, then
{| M1 , M2 , . . . , Mk }| → {| M10 , M20 , . . . , Ml0 }| .

(12)

– The Chemical Law. Reactions can be performed freely within any solution:
S → S0
S ∪˙ S 00 → S 0 ∪˙ S 00

(13)

– The Membrane Law. A subsolution can evolve freely in any context10 :
S → S0
{| C[S] }| → {| C[S 0 ] }|

(14)

In addition some CHAMs use the airlock-construct. An airlock is a molecule of
the form m ¢ S where m is a molecule and S is a solution. Airlocks are build
and suppressed by the following law:
– The Airlock Law:
{| m }| ∪˙ S ↔ {| m ¢ S }|
10

(15)

We use the context notation C[] — as in λ -calculus — to denote a molecule with
a hole [] in which to place another molecule.

Since we want to follow as closely as possible the specific CHAM given in [1],
we are next going to introduce the syntax of this machine together with its set of
transformation rules. Let N = {a, b, . . .} be a set of names and L = {a, a | a ∈
N } be a set of labels. The symbols α, β, . . . are used to range over labels. There
are four basic operators, which are ‘ 0 ’ (inaction), ‘ . ’ (prefixing), ‘ | ’ (parallel)
and ‘ \ ’ (restriction). Molecules are of the following form:
m ::= p | α.m | m\a | S | m ¢ S
where p ::= 0 | α.p | (p1 |p2 ) | p\a.
The set of transformation rules contains the following:
p1 |p2 *
) p1 , p 2
+
−
a .p1 , a .p2 → p1 , p2
0*
/ {a, a}
(α.p)\a *
) α.(p\a) if α ∈
*
p\a ) {| p }| \a
{| m, m1 , m2 , . . . , mn }| *
) {| m ¢ {|m1 , m2 , . . . , mn }| }|
* α.(p ¢ S)
(α.p) ¢ S )

(16)
(17)
(18)
(19)
(20)
(21)
(22)

The parallel rule (16) says, that by heating ( * ) a molecule of the form p1 |p2
it breaks up into its components p1 and p2 . Conversely, by cooling down ( ) ) a
pair of molecules p1 , p2 the compound molecule p1 |p2 can be rebuild. Only ions,
which are molecules of the form α.p , where α represents the valence of the ion,
are allowed to perform reactions according to the reaction rule (17). A reaction
is an irreversible transformation in which two complementary ions, floating in
a solution, react with each other, whereby they release their bodies and the
valences vanish. The inaction cleanup rule (18) simply states that 0 evaporates
when heated. The restriction ion rule (19) and the restriction membrane rule
(20) are special heating and cooling rules for restricted molecules. In the airlock
rule (21) the airlock mechanism is specified and the heavy ion rule (22) denotes
how to build an ion out of a molecule in an airlock.

4

The PCHAM — A CHAM for Deductive Planning

In this section we are going to transfer the functionality of the equational logic
program in Sect. 2 (hereafter referred to as program P ) to the machine model
of the previously introduced CHAM. Before doing so we need to modify the
CHAM slightly. Thereafter, we will show that the modified machine, which we
will call PCHAM, can handle the planning problems presented in Sect. 2. In other
words, we show that the PCHAM is an appropriate abstract machine model for
reasoning about situations, actions, and causality.

4.1

PCHAM

Let N be the set of terms denoting the facts as well as the conditions and effects
of actions in P , and let α range over the set V = {v + , v − : v ∈ N } . Adding
the symbol “ ! ” (exponential) to the above set of operators, PCHAM molecules
have the following form, where S denotes a multiset of molecules.
m ::= {|p|} | !{|p|} | {|p|}\+ | {|p|}\− | α.0 ¢ {|p|}\+ | α.0 ¢ {|p|}\− | S | {|p|} ¢ S
where p ::= α.0 | (p1 |p2 ) | 0
We can adopt (16) directly; the reaction rule used by the PCHAM (23) is
slightly different from (17) in that only ions11 attached to a restricted airlock may
perform reactions and furthermore two such ions may react if they are unifiable.
The positive restriction operator ( + ) ensures, that no positive valence ( v + ) can
be extracted from the encapsulated solution, likewise the negative restriction
operator ( − ) does not allow negative valences ( v − ) to be extracted from the
encapsulated solution.
{|v − ¢ {|p|}\+ , v + ¢ {|p|}\−}| ∪˙ S → σ({|{|p|}\+ , {|p|}\−}| ∪˙ S)

(23)

where σ is the most general unifier (mgu) of v − and v + . One should observe
that the mgu of two terms itself can be computed by multiset rewritings (cf.
[11]).
We slightly changed the airlock mechanism of the CHAM to fit our purposes.
In the PCHAM it applies only to unrestricted membranes. The following two
rules are called P–airlock and disconnect rule.
{|{|p|}, m1 , m2 , . . . , mk}| *
) {|p|} ¢ {|m1 , m2 , . . . , mk}|
* {|p|}, {|m1 , m2 , . . . , mk}|
{|p|} ¢ {|m1 , m2 , . . . , mk}| )

(24)
(25)

Instead of (22) there is a special mechanism necessary, called the P–ion rule,
which extracts ions from a solution encapsulated in a restricted membrane.
{|v − , α1 , α2 , . . . , αl}| \+ *
) v − ¢ {|α1 , α2 , . . . , αl}| \+
* v + ¢ {|α1 , α2 , . . . , αl}| \−
{|v + , α1 , α2 , . . . , αl}| \− )

(26)

Next we need two rules, the first for encapsulating solutions into restricted membranes, called the add restrict rule (27), and the second for removing restricted
membranes again, called the remove restrict rule (28). A restricted membrane
is a prerequisite for a reaction. Only pairs of molecules can be encapsulated in
restricted membranes. Furthermore, to force a reaction to occur locally the two
molecules become encapsulated in an additional membrane.
{|p|}, {|q|} * {|{|p|}\+ , {|q|}\−}|
{|{|p|}\ , {|q|}\−}| + {|p, q|}
+

11

(27)
(28)

Because an PCHAM ion always has ‘ 0 ’ in its body, we will denote it by α for
notational convenience.

Finally, we need an additional rule, called the generator rule which handles the
exponential “ ! ”.
!{|C|E|} → {|C 0 |E 0}| , !{|C|E|}

(29)

where C 0 and E 0 are standardized apart.
4.2

Mapping the Equational Logic Program onto the PCHAM

In this subsection we want to show how SLDENF–refutations can be transformed
into PCHAM–rewritings. In particular, we will show that if there is an SLDENF–
refutation from the goal ← transform(I, G) wrt. the program P with answer
substitution θ , then there is a sequence of PCHAM rewriting steps from T (I)
to some G0 such that G0 and T (θG) are AC1–unifiable, where T transforms
ELP–situations into PCHAM–situations.
T (∅) = {||}
T (S1 ◦ S2 ) = T (S1 ) ∪˙ T (S2 )
T (hC.Ei) = {|T + (C)|T − (E)|}
T (!hC.Ei) = ! T (hC.Ei)
T ( S ) = {|T (S)|}
T (M ¢ S) = T (M ) ¢ T (S)

T + (∅) = 0
T + (v) = v +
+
T (v1 ◦ v2 ) = T + (v1 )|T + (v2 )
T − (∅) = 0
T − (v) = v −
−
T (v1 ◦ v2 ) = T − (v1 )|T − (v2 )

Having specified molecules and solutions of our PCHAM we can now turn
our attention to the mapping of SLDENF–derivations onto PCHAM–rewritings.
Our goal is to give a sequence of PCHAM–rewriting steps for each application
of SLDENF–resolution using one of the clauses (3)–(8). As we will demonstrate,
the PCHAM–rewriting steps will consider only that part of a situation which
changes, but not the context. Hence, PCHAM–rewritings solve the frame problem in a quite natural way.
The first clause (3) defines how a reaction between two agents in a solution
takes place. The corresponding sequence of PCHAM-transformation rules 12 is
−
−
+
stated below, where we have abbreviated c+
1,1 , . . . , c1,k by c and e2,1 , . . . , e2,n
by e , and have also indicated the corresponding rule number in brackets.
+
−
−
+
−
−
{|c+
| , {|c+
|
1,1 | . . . |c1,k |e1,1 | . . . |e1,l}
2,1 | . . . |c2,m |e2,1 | . . . |e2,n}

see (16)

∗

*

−
+
| , {|c+
{|c, e−
1,1 , . . . , e1,l}
2,1 , . . . , c2,m , e|}

see (27)

*

−
+
−
{|{|c, e−
| \+ , {|c+
|
1,1 , . . . , e1,l}
2,1 , . . . , c2,m , e|}\ }

see (26)

*

2

−
−
+
+
−
{|e−
|
| \ + , c+
1,1 ¢ {|c, e1,2 , . . . , e1,l}
2,1 ¢ {|c2,2 , . . . , c2,m , e|}\ }

see (23)

→

−
+
−
σ1 ({|{|c, e−
|)
| \+ , {|c+
1,2 , . . . , e1,l}
2,2 , . . . , c2,m , e|}\ }

→

∗

−
+
−
| \+ , {|c+
|)
σd . . . σ1 ({|{|c, e−
1,d+1 , . . . , e1,l}
2,d+1 , . . . , c2,m , e|}\ }

see (28)

+

−
+
+
σd . . . σ1 ({|c, e−
1,d+1 , . . . , e1,l , c2,d+1 , . . . , c2,m , e|})

see (16)

∗

+
−
− +
+
−
−
+ σd . . . σ1 ({|c+
|)
1,1 | . . . |c1,k |e1,d+1 | . . . |e1,l |c2,d+1 | . . . |c2,m |e2,1 | . . . |e2,n}
12

n

By → we denote that the corresponding interaction rule is applied n times.

One should observe that in the step where (26) is used, any molecule with a
positive or negative valence can be pushed through the membrane with negative
or positive restriction, respectively.
In the sequel we want to abbreviate the above sequence of rules by the following macro–rule.
M

+
−
−
−
−
+
| , {|c+
| →
{|c+
2,1 | . . . |c2,m |e2,1 | . . . |e2,n}
1,1 | . . . |c1,k |e1,1 | . . . |e1,l}

(30)

+
−
− +
+
−
−
σ({|c+
|)
1,1 | . . . |c1,k |e1,d+1 | . . . |e1,l |c2,d+1 | . . . |c2,m |e2,1 | . . . |e2,n}

where 1 ≤ d ≤ min(l, m) denotes the number of valences vanishing in the
reaction, and σ is the iteratively produced mgu during the performance of these
reactions. It should be noted that the only need of the negation as failure part
within an SLDENF–refutation corresponds to the fact that within the macro
sequence at least one application of (23) has to take place.
The clause (4) is used to generate new agents. The corresponding interaction
rule, viz. (29) mimics this clause. As the chemical law (13) and the membrane
law (14) require that interactions can be performed freely within any solution
and context, these laws take care of the clauses (5) and (6). Finally, the remaining clauses (7) and (8) are handled by the modified airlock rule (24) and the
disconnect rule (25) of the PCHAM.
Theorem 2. If there is an SLDENF–refutation of transform(I, G) wrt. P with
computed answer substitution θ then there is PCHAM–rewriting from T (I) to
some G0 such that G0 and T (θG) are AC1–unifiable.
The theorem is proved by induction on the length of the SLDENF–refutation
using the correspondence between SLDENF–resolution steps and PCHAM–rewriting steps mentioned above. Due to lack of space we will not give this proof
in detail, they can be found in [4]. Rather we depict the PCHAM–rewriting
sequences for the example discussed in Sect. 2. The first sequence corresponds
to the SLDENF-derivation of the goal (9). We have underlined the interacting
molecules.
{| {|0|d−}| , !{|d+ |l−}| , !{|l+ |on− |l−}| }|

see (29)

2

→ {| {|0|d−}| , {|d+ |l−}| , {|l+ |on− |l−}| , !{|d+ |l−}| , !{|l+ |on− |l−}| }|
→

M

{| {|0|l−}| , {|l+ |on− |l−}| , !{|d+ |l−}| , !{|l+ |on− |l−}| }|

M

{| {|0|on− |l−}| , !{|d+ |l−}| , !{|l+ |on− |l−}| }|

→

It is easy to see that the final state of the PCHAM corresponds to the instantiated
goal state of (9) modulo AC1.
The second sequence corresponds to the SLDENF–refutation of (10), except
that we have modeled the action enter as an agent and have applied it first. It
shows how membranes can be used to model the lower levels of the planning
hierarchy. Let T denote the unlimited source of actions at the lower level, i.e.
T = !{|l+ |n− |l−}| , !{|u+ |n+ |in− |n−}| , !{|in+ |n+ |on− |in− |n−}| .

{| {|0|d−}| , {|d+ |l−}| , {| {|0|u−}| , T }| }|
M

{| {|0|l−}| , {| {|0|u−}| , T }| }|

→
3

→

−

+

−

+

− −

see (29)
+

−

−

{| {|0|l }| , {| {|0|u }| , {|l |n |l }| , {|u |n |in |n }| ,
{|in+ |n+ |on− |in− |n−}| , T }| }|

M

→ {| {|0|l−}| , {| {|l+ |n− |l−}| , {|n+ |in− |n−}| , {|in+ |n+ |on− |in− |n−}| , T }| }|
→

M

{| {|0|l−}| , {| {|l+ |in− |l− |n−}| , {|in+ |n+ |on− |in− |n−}| , T }| }|

M

{| {|0|l−}| , {| {|l+ |on− |in− |n− |l−}| , T }| }|

→
→

−

+

−

−

− −

{| {|0|l }| , {|l |on |in |n |l }| ¢ {| T }| }|
−

+

−

−

{| {|0|l }| , {|l |on |in |n |l }| , {| T }| }|

M

{| {| 0|on− |in− |n− |l−}| , {| T }| }|

5

see (25)

− −

→
→

see (24)

Conclusion and Future Work

During the last years we have seen several new approaches for reasoning about
situations, actions, and causality which solve the frame problem without the
need to state frame axioms or similar laws of inertia. In contrast to conventional
approaches like the situation calculus, where facts about a situation are modeled
as properties, these new approaches model facts about a situation as resources.
In this paper we achieved the following results. First of all we demonstrated
that hierarchical planning can be achieved within the mentioned new approaches
if actions are modeled as resources. This was achieved by encapsulating simpler
actions into a membrane in order to let these actions react to form more complex
actions and to push the complex actions through the membrane to the next
higher level. We have also introduced generators to model actions at the lowest
level of the hierarchy.
As the concept of a membrane was borrowed from the CHAM, the next
question to answer was how the hierarchical planning approach was related to
the CHAM. In answering this question we developed a new abstract machine,
called PCHAM, which extends the CHAM. The main feature of this extension is
the incorporation of logical variables into the CHAM by means of the P–reaction
rule. This is a quite natural extension of the CHAM as the most general unifier
of two expressions can be computed by multiset rewritings. Finally, we showed
that the PCHAM can serve as an abstract machine for the kind of reasoning
problems considered in this paper.
The abstract machine model developed in this paper opens a new line of
research. In the rewriting sequences presented in this paper only two molecules
were allowed to react at a given time. But there is absolutely no reason why not
more than a single pair of molecules may interact at a given time as long as the
various interactions do not interfere. For example, in the final rewriting sequence
M 3
of the previous section the first four rewriting steps ( →, → ) could have been

performed in parallel. In fact, the CHAM was devised as a machine model for
asynchronous concurrent computations. We envision that in a larger world model
many local interactions may take place at a time and that the overall global goal
is achieved by means of these local interactions. Thus, a future planning system
based on the PCHAM may very much look like a connectionist network.
Acknowledgement: We like to thank Sven-Erik Bornscheuer, who in many discussion forced us to straighten out our ideas. Thanks also to Wolfgang Bibel.
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